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Off-Campus Group’
Raps Hieronymous
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A letter protesting the use of
"offensive language" in last Monday’s first edition of "Hieronymous," the Experimental College
newspaper, was sent to SJS President Robert D. Clark Friday by
the Committee for Academic Responsibility (CAR).
The infant publication, which
first came out last Monday, contained a first Page feature article
on contraception and SJS coeds.
The writer of the letter, Dr. M.
0. Moore, M.D., of Los Gatos,

Bingo Tax
Enforced
In Nevada

chairman of CAR stated in it, "The
choice of such a topic was itself in
questionable taste, hut two things
about the article are in abominable
taste."
He listed these as advice given
to unmarried coeds on how to obtain contraceptive pills "illicitly,"
and the use of "indecent and unseemly language therein."
The letter strenuously objected
to quotes in the Hieronymous
article by "unidentified SJS coed.s."
According to Dr. Moore, language
used in these quotes to describe
sexual intercourse was "offensive."
The letter pointed out that after
CAR members had shown copies of
Hieronyrnous to a number of adult
residents for test of reactions, the
persons contacted were "shocked"
by it.
"Our Committee for Academic
Responsibility wishes to preserve
freedom of expression and academic freedom on college campuses,
but such freedoms entail responsibilities," Moore said in the letter.
In addition he stated the Committee’s belief that SJS is following the same "dismal path" taken
by San Francisco State College.
His letter concluded by saying that
through publicity and political influence the committee hopes to
stem the "deterioration" in the
state colleges.
It was noted that the committee
plans to send copies of the paper
and its protest to members of the
State Legislature.
CAR is a group composed of
faculty members and area business
and professional men with interests in education.

RENO, Nev. (AP1 Next time
you’re in Nevada and you bingo
in a big way, the casinos will report you to the Internal Revenue
Sarvice.
You can bet it’s not the casinos’
idea.
Therein smolders a bitter dispute decided somewhat amicably
Thursday by a tax ruling.
For years, federal tax men did
not enforce an IRS code requiring
casinos to report the names of
people who win $600 or more.
In other states, this commonly
applies to people who receive interest or dividends.
Last year, IRS District Director
Warren Bates decided it was time
to enforce the code in Nevada.
"Harassment!" cried chairman
Frank Johnson of the State Gaming Control Board.
"Hostile to the gaming industry,"
said Gov. Paul Laxalt.
If privacy of the player is denied, said executive director Gabriel Vogliotti of the Nevada Re- By
sort Association, thetas code "will
literally end Nevada’s major industry."1 State College Trustees have deSo the governor headed a Nevada cideci that they will oppose college
delegation including the state’s budget cuts and that they will
biggest. gambler. William Harrah, seek a special $270 million bond
and representatives of one of its if their budget recommendations
newest gamblers, Howard Hughes, are not acceptee.
The Trustees also have rejected
to Washington, D.C., to talk to
IRS Commissioner Sheldon Cohen. an idea that enrollments be limited
The gamblers pointed out, Laxalt if the governor deems it necessary.
The board resolved that it will
said, that keno, slot machines and
bingo are different from normal recommend a 16.8 per cent pay inbusiness transactions because they crease for faculty, even though
Gov. Reagan had cut that figure
are "fast action operations."
Then came the decision: Slot to 7.5 per cent.
Pay Increases and new construemachine payoffs will be exempt
along with blackjack, roulette and tion will be in addition to the proposed $249 million budget subother bigger-money games.
Reports on keno payoffs will be mitted by Trustees - which was
made on a sliding scale, still to be cut to $224.5 million by Reagan.
The special state-wide bond issue
spelled out.
But, effective April 1, winners will help pay salary increases and
at bingo -- just like the winners major construction costs at the
University of California. It will be
at the church socials back home
who come away with $600 or more put before the voters if the budget
will have to have their names does not allow for the additional
expenses.
turned in.

Budget Cut
Opposition
Trustees
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Council Reviews
Student Rights
Student Council meets this a f ter noon in LN630 at 2:45 to continue
discussion on student rights and responsibilities. Council will welcome
suggestions from students during
the open meeting.
Original deadline for recommendations was March 1, but Pres.
Robert D. Clark extended it. so
that the student body could give
careful consideration to his proposals.
The "Interim Statement on Students Rights and Responsibilities"
was drafted by five faculty members and two students, and was ac.
repted as official college policy last
December.

’Governor Naive’

Reagan’s Conference
’Unsatisfactory’ Lee

Predictions that San Jose State
College will have computerized
registration by spring 1969 are
considered optimistic in the opinion
of some SJS administrative officials.
A group of individual administrative officials representing the
areas of admission, records, scheduling, undergraduate studies, graduate studies and counseling met
Friday to discuss improvement of
the registration procedures.
Dr. William J. Dusel, administrative vice president said the administrators tried to work out a
system of block registration for
new freshmen that would go into
effect in the fall of ’68.
The freshmen would pay their
fees in advance and be assigned
a pre-determined program of first
semester courses.
RE-REGISTRATION
Pre-registration for graduate
students was also discussed. This
would be handled through the office of the Dean of Graduate
Studies.
Dusel said, "General pre-registration will not be possible until
at least the fall of ’68 in preparation for the spring of ’69."
"There are two advantages
sought from an improved system
of pre-registration. First, ability to
obtain advance information on
student desires and needs for class
schedules, and second, spreading
out the registration process over
several months of time prior to
the semester to help eliminate
lines and disappointments."
"This kind of advance knowledge
will make possible securing necessary additional staff and additional
sections of
hlivac
y enrolled
courses," he added.
SUGGESIONS POSSIBLE
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Computerized
Registration
Optimistic
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BOBBY SEALES speaks in front of the Cafeteria to SJS students
urging the release of Black Panther leader Huey P. Newton
from jail in Oakland, where he is being held.

Black Panther Defends
Huey Newton at Rally
By JIM BREWER
The sun momentarily peeked
through the dense overcast Friday
afternoon as 300 students and
several plainclothes police officers
gathered to hear a "Black Panther" spokesman defend Huey P.
Newton and his party for selfdefense.
It was the first rally of the
semester for Students for a Democratic Society (SDS), who had invited Bobby Seale to speak in
front of the strike-threatened
cafeteria as a prelude to forthcoming activities.
"We’re here to tell you what’s
happening to Huey," Seale, accompanied by other Black Panther
members, told a growing audience.
(Newton, Black Panther Party
defense minister, currently is on
trial for the murder of an Oakland policeman).
As "proof" that Huey is not receiving a fair trial, Seale offered
several comments. He said the
Oakland Grand Jury indicted Newton without deliberating the evidence and that it is not composed
of a peer group, since it consists
of middle-aged, high -income
Whites.

Dusel stressed that while all
these suggestions are within the
realm of possibilities they "are not
plans or decisions."
The suggestions made by the
administrators will be passed on
to the Registration Advisory Committee, chaired by Dr. William D.
Donnelly, assistant professor of
material science.
Dusel said, "Much of the success
of improved registration procedures will depend on the State’s
willingness to allocate funds to
San Jose State College for additional automatic data processing
equipment."
BACKED INTO CORNER
He said at this time it looks as
Seale gave the audience a good
if most of the funds will be allo- look at the Panthers. He said a
Although staff personnel at cated this year to Los Angeles or panther does not attack - - it
Royce tried to keep a watch on Sacramento areas.
merely "tears hell out of anything
the men, the three disappeared.
that hacks it into a corner."
Later, the attempted break-in at
The basis of Black Power, he
Royce was discovered. Both large
said, is for Blacks to determine
screens covering the windows on
their destiny in their own commuthe wash room on first floor east
nity. "We want land, bread, clothhad been ripped to shreds.
ing, education, justice and peace,"
Royce personnel then called
he said, calling them the Black
to
office
police
campus security
people’s basic needs.
and
break-in
attempted
the
report
"We know that police are not
had
screens
two
that
report
to
intimidating Whites in their combeen ripped. Royce personnel also
A leader of the Mexican-Amer- munities," the Pa nt her leader
told the security police where they
charged. "But once you’ve been in
thought the men might be. A ican civil rights movement, Reis an anti-draft demonstration and
security officer talked to three Lopez Tijerina, will speak tonight
men at Eighth and San Salvador at 8 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
He has been active in attempting
hut apparently did not ask for the
to restore millions of acres in the
men’s identification.
Southwest
back to Mexican -AmerMiss Baldassini added that one
ican ownership. Tijerina claims
coed had the initiative to jam
door shut with a penny between that the land was taken illegally.
Leader of Alianza Federal de
All persons interested in particithe wash room and main hall. "It’s
pretty had when young ladies have Pueblos Libres, a group dedicated pating in the American Issues Deterritory
to
get
the
hack,
Tijerina
bate Tournament in San Francisco
to resort to such tactics as pennysome and San Diego on March ’29-30 and
ing a door to obtain security," has had many encounters
bloody
with
officials
in
New
April 19-20 respectively should atslated Miss Baldassini.
tend an organizational meeting toShe reported later that, the two Mexico.
He
is
currently
free on bail fol- day at 12:30 p.m. for Tuesday at
screens torn off were so badly
lowing
a
shooting
incident in a 6:30 p.m. in SD222.
damaged they had to be replaced
New Mexico courthouse and an
All expenses to the tournament
the same morning.
alleged
guerilla
attack
in the dis- will be paid.
that
Miss Baldassini concluded
puted
Tierra
Amarilla
area.
had
she
The topic of this year’s debates
In her opinion, the men
Tijerina will tell of the New win be "Civil Disobedience is a
seen "definitely" were college
Mexico dispute and also talk about legitimate mode of dissent in a
students.
Campus security officials were discrimination against Mexican- democratic society."
Three divisions are available for
unavailable for comment Friday Americans in other parts of the
eurnitry.
sign-up. 1ilfalty, MAUe dna open.
al let (twat

Pennies Foil Royce
Break-In Attempt
An attempted break-in at Royce
Hall, women’s dormitory, early
Friday morning has brought cries
of "more security" from Royce
Hall staff members.
According to Gay Baldassini,
resident adviser at Royce, the attempted break -In occurred around
1:30 a.m. Miss Baldassini stated
that three unidentified men had
been seen loiteting around the
back door to the east wing of
Hoover Hall, women’s dormitory,
earlier that night.

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE

Mexican-American
To Speak Tonight
On Land Dispute

Tourney To Debate
Civil Disobedience

seen 400 cops come up and crack
clubs over people’s heads, you see
what’s been happening to Us for
400 years."
Seale said his group is demanding its own Black police force. "If
a policeman lives in our Black
community and we have chosen
him, he isn’t going to commit much
brutality if he has to come back
home to sleep that night."
MILITARY EXEMPTION

By PHIL STONE
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
"It was a fantastic opportunity
to meet with the governor, but it
was a most unsatisfactory meeting to me," commented Vic Lee,
ASB president, after an hour-long
conference with the governor Friday morning.
Lee claims he is "very discouraged" with what the governor had
to say about the state colleges.
The governor met with Lee ad
the other student presidents of the
state colleges to discuss his future
plans for the colleges.
The ASB president said he felt
throughout the conference that the
governor considers the "state colleges subsidiaries to the university." He added he believes the
"Governor is naive on the problems facing the state colleges."
’MISQUOTED FIGURES’
Although the conference was
supposed to cover a wide range
of topics, most of the time was
spent on the budget. Lee claimed
that the Governor "misquoted
figures and had no real knowledge
of the differences between the university and state colleges."
The governor stated he still believes in tuition for higher education. However, he will not propose
tuition for the state colleges until
the University Board of Regents
have taken a stand. If the board
does not accept tuition then he
would not press the legislature for
tuition charges at the state
colleges.
One point that pleased Lee was
that state colleges will receive a
higher percentage increase in the
budget than will the University of
California.
Because of lack of time, Lee was
unable to discuss with the governor
problems of student unrest or a
proposed change in SJS’ status to
university.

Seale also believes his people deserve military exemption because,
he said, they have fought in every
war since 1860 and have been
given nothing but meaningless
MEETS CONSULTANT
promises in return.
Seale had this to say about
After the meeting the AF9
Black racism in America: "Your president lunched with Dr. Alex
newspapers are saying we hate Sherriffs, a consultant to Goy.
Whites. Hate you, because of the
color of your skin. Back up, baby,
that’s a Ku Klux Klan game. I
refuse to stoop to that level to
hate a man because of the color
Publicity chairmen of all camof his skin
we’re trying to stop pus organizations are invited to
racism in this country. That’s what attend a Spartan Daily orientaour organization is all about.
tion meeting tomorrow at 12:30
"We are human beings who will p.m. in JC208.
defend ourselves in our commuFree preen- information kits
nity," Seale continued. "We don’t will be distributed. There will he
go into your communities and a brief description Of Spartan
shoot you up with guns
we have Daily policy. Proper procedure
to stay home and defend our for submitting Information to the
families against White, racist paper will also be discussed.
cops"

Daily Publicity

Reagan on higher education. However, Dr. Sherriffs did not make
any statements concerning his advice to the governor.
During the weekend, Lee met
with several state officials to discuss the problems facing the state
colleges.
Later this month, the presidents
will meet again in Sacramento for
a conference devoted entirely to
campus unrest.

Vice Pres.
Not Yet
Enrolled
According to ASB officials, Bill
Clark, ASB vice president should
be back at SJS today. Clark, who
has been in Los Angeles so far this
semester, picked up his registration
packet and class cant but did not
return to attend classes.
The registrar’s office, however,
said that after last Friday, Clark
would be required to petition to
pay fees and as of 5 p.m. Friday,
Clark’s fees had not been paid.
If Clark does not petition to pay
his fees, he will not be considered
registered, and therefore will be
unable to serve as ASH vice president for the remainder of the
semester. This would mean that
ASB president Vic Lee would be
required to appoint a new vice
president to fill Clark’s vacancy,
ASB officials said.

Fraternity Uses
Chair for Initiation
Highchairs aren’t just for infants. That big seat sticking out
from the fifth floor of Tower Hall
is an integral part of initiation for
Tau Delta Phi pledges.
The men’s honorary fraternity
has been using the chair from
Tower Hall for the last 60 years
during initiation. The red banners
underneath represent Tau Delta
traditional color.
Tau Delta Phi is open to male
students with a 3.0 overall average
with 30 units or more. It publishes
the Tower List
which gives
opinions of professors, and sponsors fireside chats and campus.
wide act i% jos.

Professor Emphasizes Strong Leadership
Necessary To Stop Racial ’Civil War’
"Strong presidential leadership the caliber displayed by Washington, Lincoln, Wilson and FDR
to appeal to the American people
might save the nation from a summer of civil war," claims Dr.
Edgar A. Hornig, professor of history at SJS.
Professor Hornig, an SJS educator for 21 years, commented on
the report of the National Advisory Commission on Civil Disorders
shortly after its release Thursday.
Noting the Commission’s conclusions a n d recommendat ions
would prove meaningless without
strong presidential leadership and
eager congressional and public support, Dr. Hornig said, "It is regretable, but President Johnson
does not enjoy sufficient popular support nor has he revealed an
ability to lead this country toward
accepting a program that would
ameliorate Black conditions."
I hinting sia Led, ’" l’he report

however’ is Impressive in so much
as it was completed in a very short
period of time."
"It doesn’t seem to he a whitewash," continued Hornig. "No
doubt it has jolted some people
who believe recent riots were fully
the fault of Communists or radicals."
"The hest immediate thing would
be an all out, "gung-ho" supplying
of decent jobs by private enterprise and the government. The
Blacks need a fair crack at a full
life," said Hornig. "They have the
right to membership and first class
citizenship in the American community."
The professor believes the only
way of avoiding a bloody suinmer
would be for everyone to re-evalitate, search his heart, and reconsider the grievances of the Blacks.
Dr. Hornig contends, however,
an Immediate and peaceful future
"seems very, very hopeless."
lbe intense unolveinern of the

Administration in the Vietnam War
has prevented our leaders from
taking effective measures toward
solving the racial dilemma "

Hearing Delay
For Eakin, Jones
Court. hearings for SJS history
professor Dr. David Walter Eakins,
and Bruce Bradford Jones. nonstudent, have been postponed until
March 28 at 9 a.m. "for further
eons ide ra t ion."
Both men were on campus during the flow Chemical Co. demonstration Nov. 20.
Pleas of nolo contendre were entered by Eakins sin a charge of disturbing the peace and Jones on a
charge of defiling the American
flag.
Eakins has remained free on his
,,wn recognizance. Jones remained
tree on $500 ball,
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Editor’s Notes
S

Open Letter to LBJ
Pre-ident Johnson:
on and your administration are
rapidly approaching a crucial point
in hi-tory. Depending on the routes
out take. you will he fitreser remembered as either the most humane or
l’resident of the I nited
in
you appear to he allowing
the perpimalion of old myths regarding I .s. foreign policy and at the same
lime sou are allowing our own nation
to be lern apart at its most crucial
cat currently declare that our main
ietnam is to allow that
purpose in
ronntry freedom to control its own
ilcsthiy, or words to that effect.
may be a goal. but I would
think it is a secondary one. Our real
for being there is to equalize
II,. balance 4,1 power in the Far East.
isn’t
and ii disturbs me that our nat.
lione-t enough to publicly admit this.
It also is disturbing to note the
by the I.S. to Mat/Hain
method..
this balance. Our solutions are
militarily inclined and our nation’s
.:econotny becomes increasingly de.
pendent on warfare.
A bile Russia builds dams and feeds
people. the 1 .S. bombs power plants
111111
peple a, they till their fields.
\nil while s311 billion a year is
expended to finance a war trying to)
-aka:re a far away society, our own
di -integrates with alarming rapidity.
1 riday. your National .Ady isory
Commi-iiin on (it ii Disorders reported that last year’s -Long. Hot
Summer" was not caused by conspirators. but -from an explosive mixture

of pervasive discrimination, poverty
and Black concentration in the slums."
That commission also stated that
more than :300 years of discrimination
and segregation "now threaten the
future of every American."
There isn’t time or space at this
writing to discuss in detail the lengthy
findings of the commission. I feel it
significant that a govermnental agency
finally has said what many citizens
haye known for years.
It is time for a re-distribution of
our wealth. Billions of dollars must be
redirected to eradicate the shameful
hying conditions which breed rioting
and bloodshed. Such projects would
produce badly needed jobs and reduce
our economy’s dependence on war.
We are 300 years overdue for a reevaluation of American thought. What
supposedly is one of the world’s most
athanced nations still finds most of
its children. regardless of color,
weaned on prejudice and mistrust.
The E nited States is but one powerfill nation in the march of time. And
like any nation in the past, America
may some day fall.

History tells us that great nations
ultimately have crumbled and died
because of interior breakdowns in
their own societies.
President Johnson, I am afraid that
if you read "Rise and Fall of the
Roman Empire."’ and considered
where America stands in relation to
Rome. you would have to turn to one
of the last chapters.
WYNN COOK
Editor, Spartan Daily
San Jose, California

The

White Man Will Pay
By ALAN KIMBALL

rather rotund louts surrounded by
Ili, most impre-ive host of hodyguards
ev: rii olit.ide an old Lyndon Baines
Jobie-on or George VS allure l rally ... "
In the ininutable style of an armchair
11111101.11111111111g jol. Friday u"Just the facts.
Ti.
this column was desoted Friday
due itual lii :i:critical prattling., of the
IilleJdened
hite Liberal.- In this case
thoogh. heat man Friday didn’t bother to
attend the ‘1,111 of the "crime" but re-lied
011 111/’ "rap sheet.’ of one of his fellow,.
arid then kk role his preconceived conI111

Friday’s Friday seems most upset by the
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fact that Maulana Ron Karenga says he
Juit !lase any "Negro" friends. To the eon.
1r:try. Karenga says the White man can
hate no Black friends.
On the basis "A friend is your alter-ego
and a reflection of yourself," then what
V. hilt- man can truly say he has a Black
friend? Friendship is based on admiration
and mutual respect, not "the idealistic
Christian thought or the American Dream
of mom-dad-and-apple-pie."
Karenga is strising for another American 11r..atii that has been paid solid gold
lip sersice since "The War to Free All
%l,-n." And that dream is freedom, not
tipiality as many Whites wish to flatter
themselses.
V. hat sort of fool would attempt equality
with a race that is currently reaping the
harsest of "equality on our basis, and if
you dortt like it, might makes right?"
There st-ems little doubt that American
cities will be seething in Black revolution
this simmer, revolution caused by Black
frustration with White hypocrisy. The
response to this threat has been a stockpiling of riot-control devices, a typical
Establishment response for cutting off the
bead to cure the body.
Isn’t it just as difficult to defend tome
and violence on either side? Let um cease
these hypocritical mouthings and try to
malls lit-conic "receptive individuals" in
the toirent se101. of the term.
The White man will have to pay
"through the none" to solve this moot diffi
cult and complex of White problems. Lip
service will only sink U8 deeper into the
mire.
Eser try to tread water in quletsIiiiid?

By RICHARD BATTIN
"There is no basis for an

asser

dieti

liiiEc-heserria. under-seeretars of the Interior,
Department in Nleadco. "()ily drug users. Other Nlexican officials, however, have
commented, -They all look alike to me. and ea-) the deportation of hippies dossuu
South, drug users and abstainers alike. it
continuing.
Mexican officials can arrest flower children. recently on the rise in Mexico, hold
them without charges. and deport thel:.
without hearings.
"We go in there and get diem. and doulI
ask any
I:.

a

war

against

hippies:

stated

bergeant.

(1(
411"14/4dkil1kA
The Blue Max

Thrust and Parry

An Expression of Support
’More Than A Slogan’

’Computer Never-Land’

Editor:
Green Power is more than just a slogan.
Until now that fact had somehow evaded me.
In a very real way the dollars we spend every
day can be economic votes which we cast in
favor of a product or an individual business.
I have long sympathized with the struggle for
Black equality, but I have found few opportunities to express my support.
Recently I found an easy but effective way
of expressing that support and pass it on to
you in hopes that you are interested. Buy
Black. By patronizing a Black business we
can endorse the efforts of those involved and
In a real and direct way encourage the financial independence and self respect so necessary
for real equality. Note the location of Black
businesses and, the first time you find reason
to, patronize them. Even where you buy your
gasoline can speak of your true commitment.
Robert Hennigrut, A11864

Editor:
At no small expense (round trip fares to
Long Beachi, computer registration has advanced to the never-never-land known as "the
semester after next." How many studies, surveys, editorials, letters, anguished screams.
etc, ad nauseam will be needed to convince
the SJS administration that computer registration can and must be available for fall ’68.
It is impossible for me to imagine that a
proved, existing registration method would
take nearly a year to become operational
at SJS.
Direct action seems to be required to grease
the wheels of progress. Write a member of
Dr. Clark, Dr.
our SJS administration Dusel, Mr. Montgomery - and tell him your
troubles. They can ignore the Daily and noise
on Seventh Street, but they will notice a pile
of letters on their desks.
Francis L. Wong, A7109

Campus Closeups
By GARY BECKER

Staff Editorial

Bailin Down
the
Hatches

The University of Texas feature magazine, The Ranger, has come up with a
revolutionary speed reading technique.
With this technique, a student can learn
to read at an incredible rate of speed. The
beautiful part of this idea is that the student doesn’t have to shell out 8150 or
more to learn this technique.
Pryo-Dynamies is a home-study course
that costs just pennies a day. The course
unconditionally guarantees you will read
10,000 words a minute.
This course, unlike other speed reading
courses, utilizes no special equipment or
long hours of practice.
To begin the course, the student sits
down at his desk with the book he intends
to read. The student opens the book with
one hand and with the other hand extracts a penny box of matches from the
drawer. He then ignites the cover of the
book and reads like a son of a gun before
the textbook goes up in flames.
*
*
*
A couple of weeks ago this set of strange
circumstances actually occurred.
On this particular Saturday evening,
Barry Price, a San Diego State political

science graduate student. parked his car
between two campus buildings. He removed his license plates, locked his car
and then went int’) OW’ of the empty
elanmroone,

111 141111y.

In the meantime, three Si S students
noticed the missing plates and made a
pl ]]]]] e call to the city Police Department,
thinking that the car haul been stolen. A
police officer and a campus night watchman responded to the call. Because the
plates were missing and the car was locked,
the police officer broke the vent wing to
obtain entry. The Police Department ran
a make on the automobile and found out
dial it wasn’t stolen.
Price came out of the building and saw
the authorities standing around the car.
He told them that it was his sehicle and
that he had remosed the license plates,
hut was going to replace them before he
drove away.
As it turned out, mimic of the officers
present could have given Price a ticket.
The police officer was out of his jurisdiction, the night watchman is not authorized to issue tickets and the campus police
are not on duty on Saturday nights.

’l’op leaders of the "mushroom people say they are being deported as a reialiatorv
measure because of the frequent deportation of Mexican workers illegalls crossing.
the border into the nation to the north.
Mexican officials insist their vanipaign
against hippies is not a war. although it is
predicted that the major port
of next
year’s budget will be for increased defense spending.
All
obscure Nlexican newspaper, I
Boca. reporting mu a recent raid by M,sicatt troops on a hippie sillage list,,1
hippie casualties as -enormous.- and Mexican casualties as "one
official alio
was petted to death."
is hard to take an aveurate casualts
count," commented one general, "because
they all smell the same."
Despite frequent boasts, there have Ilel.11
certain admissions.
"We had to adjust to their kind of Lodes. Our men could not cope with lite,e
sitiaii bands of hippies c
lucting hit-andrun loseins on Wage," reasoned one
I ieutenant. "They
into a village. for
vsitile, control it, anol loose out, leas iu,g
flowers and empts poi,: in their wake. "They’re attracted,- added his superior.
"to the 88 per pound rate on marijuana.
It’s a whole new kind of war, er
ith
conflict. Conflict is hell."
Fearing a massise hippie build-up near
Cuernavaca, just 50 miles from Mexico
City. manpower needs to fight the flower
children have risen.
The pt-ople are divided on the conflict.
"The war is
al,- clainieil otie college student fr
Vera Cruz.
’l is good business." argued a del:ailment store textier f
Ensenada. "A e’%.
got Pueblo Indians near the border making
beads twenty-four hours a day."
Politicians and government officials are
Palomas are
divided on the issue, too.
calling for a halt Its the war, and an immediate withdrawal of troops. The Bch’
conesinsist they are I lllll ming a former
lllll nitmeni, and will continue to I lllll 4,r
it until every hippie is driven out of Mexican territory.
"It started in the Haight-Aslibury and
spread to Arizona," argued one official.
"If we allow it to continue here it will
seep into Central and South America."
"Besides, he added, "thes’re thirty and
they smell haul. We don’t want them here."
There hate been suggestions by the
more violent Ifalcones that low yield disinfectants be dropped on hippie outposts.
Objections have beeti raistil suggesting the
possibility that there is no way to control
such bombs and that innocent villages
might get caught in the fall-out. "Besides,"
el.
41 one Paloma. "the bombing could
mushroom into an all-out war."
Hippie leaders insist they just want to
he left alone and they are willing to let
the people decide if they should be at
to remain in the country.
"I sure hope it ends 80011: commented
one college student. -I might have to gut
up North to avoid the draft. To the Unite&
States. Good grief."’

’nu.

Staff Comment

To Live or Not To Live in Coed Dorm
By DONNA BRIDGES
Men and women will have an opportunity to show how well-behaved they are
next setnester with the opening of the new
12-story coed dormitory.
The high rise structure, which is planned
to house 6(10, will provide the students
looking out of the tinted glass windows
with a better view of the campus and San
Jose than the recently completed science
building.
Between now and the coil of spring
stilivester, student. will have to make a
Ilecildon Whether they want to pay slit-

price for living in the resort -type dorm,
which will feature such luxuries as carpeting, music listening rooms, soft water,
telephones (for incoming calls) in every
ntctiums and a choice of either single, double
.
or suite accommodat
When first hearing the price quoted for
a year’s contract. which is estimated to
range from $980 to 81015, most people
first gasp, then volunteer conversation how
it will eat up their savings account (most
likely their parents"i. But after a serious
discussion with friends on the advantages
of lising in the new dorm, such as coed

studying, and an excellent view. students
find their financial worries a secondary
problem.
Because prices for living in the existing
dorms are estimated to be the same a,- a,
donble room in the new hall. it seems
likely that the majorits of the prospect is
tenants will choose to live in the coed hall.
The six existing dorms have air conditioning -- the new one’s won’t: the alt I’’
dorms have outlets for TV intennas, where
the new dorm won’t. except for the main
louunge: and there are 1401111. 11101/1e W110
j11,1 like to list- in smaller groups.

Son House To Perform
Pros To Play
At Civic’s McCabe Hall
In ’Twelfth Night’
By DONNA BRIIB:ES
Spartan Daily Stair Writer
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The National Shilek.pcare Co.
front

New

York,

along

with

3,000 pounds of elaborate costumes, scenery and lighting
equipment, is coming to Morris
Dailey at 8:30 Friday evening
to

perform

William

Shake-

speare’s play, "Twelfth Night."
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The program, sponsored by the
College Union Board, is free to
students and faculty. General admission is $2.
"Twelfth Night" is a comedy
with a complex and romantic
plot about a girl named Viola
who is shipwrecked on an island
and who disguises herself as a
Page. She is sent by the Duke
of Illyria to court the Countess
Olivia, who later falls in love
with Viola, thinking she is a
male. To complicate the plot
more, Viola falls in love with
the Duke.
Playing the part of Olivia in
the play will Ite Joan Weisberg,
who received her B.A. from City
College of New Yolk and Master’s Degree from the Yale
Drama School.
Orsino, the Duke of Illyria,
will be played by Stephen Harrison, who was selected by Gen.
James Gavin to direct and act
in "A Day in Vietnam" far the
Association of the U.S. Army.
Viola will be played by Linda
Bates, who has made frequent
appearances
in Broadway
musicals.
The National Shakespeare
Company, now in its fifth touring season, and the longest to
date, will play in 28 states and
In Canada during a 30-week
season. The company of 12 professional actors and actresses
crisscros: the country performing BIN, plays. "Romeo and

ierior.
junta.
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SPAGHETTI
ALL YOU CAN EAT

near
lexica

$1

Flower

MONDAY -THURSDAY
OPEN 6 A.M.-II P.M.

nfliet.
IC col-

72 E. Santa Clara

ANGELO’S

STEAK
HOUSE

lepart-

Juliet," "Volume," and "Twelfth
Night."
The troupe started in 1963 in
the New York metropolitan area
and since then has annually
traveled over 30,000 miles. In the
past four years, it has played a
total of 685 performances before
750,000 people.
Company founders are Philip
Meister, veteran New York director, and Elaine Sulka, leading
lady on several of the tours.
William Pitkin, the company’s
designer, has constructed an unusual modular space stage built
of aluminum and flexible to fit
the requirement of any play.
The aluminum stage can be expanded to fill the largest Broadway stage and can be taken
apart in minutes.
Meister said, "In the early
1900’s the road was alive with
theatre companies; it’s booming
again today." Unlike the eailiest
traveling companies that went
from city to city on foot or by
stagecoach or train, the Shakespearian company will arrive in
a bus with all the necessary personnel and equipment.

By (AROL GRINAGER
Campus Life Editor
More than $1,000 in scholarships and funds will be given to
various studcnts this year from
a little-known, but ambitious
and active group at SJS, called
Junior Patrons,
Founded in September, 1965,
at the home of Mrs. Robert D.
Clark, wife of SJS college president, the club is made up of
SJS women alumni. faculty
wives, and interested persons,
Junior Patrons was developed
as an offshoot of the SJS Senior
Patrons, because "There was a
need for a younger group that
could offer service to the college
as well as raise funds for it,"
explained Mrs. Nancy Kettman,
former club president.
The latest money-raising projeel of the group is selling donated clothing and other items
at the Bargain Mart, 36 E. San
Antonio St. Junior Patrons,
along with four other participat-
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The (’bathe Musselwhite Blues
Band, formerly the "South Side
Sound System." is a five-man
band which recently released an
album for Vanguard.
Admission to the concert is $3.
Tickets may lie purchased at the
Auditorium and locally at Dittyorama Records. The Music Box
and The Weightless Albatross.

House, whose career began in
the twenties, was re-discovered
in 1963 after several year’s absence from the blues scene. His
most famous tune, written and
recorded at that time and still a
favorite of blues fans is "Death
Letter Blues."
The composer- musician’s
unique performance on the guitar has won him a rewarding
comeback. In his performance he
uses a metal slide on his index
finger in fretting his guitar to
produce an unusual high-pitched
sound.

Kiwanis Circle K
Membership Drive
Today, Tuesday

Fuller, a one-man hand, plays
a variety of instruments in his
act. He has taken a bass and
transformed it into a multi -dimensional instrument he calls the
"fidella" and plays it all, while
singing and mouthing a harmonica.

Golden West Cleaners
25 S 3rd

292-1052

tented

ing groups, sell the goods Tuesdays through Saturdays.
"Cooking Cum Laude," an at tractive paperbound cookbook,
best
composed of members’
recipes, is a continuing project
from last year and has received
an excellent response, according
to club members.
In the past, the Junior Patrons
have helped in sponsoring such
SJS productions as "Pied Piper,"
"Madame Butterfly," and "Land
of the Dragon." In July, 1967,
$550 was given to needy students as a result of money raised
from these and other projects,
This year the women will give
$250 to the Dean’s Emergency
Fund, two $200 undergraduate
scholarships, $100 for a fine arts
graduate scholarship, and $200
to the Special Program Student’s Fund,

PINNED
Shirley Perry, senior home
economics major and member of
Sigma Kappa, from Tulare, to
Bob Thomas, senior social
science major, and member of
Sigma Nu, from El Cerrito.
Anna Towber, freshman nursing major and member of Delta
Zeta, from Seaside, to Steve
Reczek, senior history major
and member of Pi Kappa Alpha,
from San Mateo.
ENGAGED
Sallie McFarland, senior business major
and member of
Kappa Alpha Theta, from Oakland, to Roger Miller, a January,
1967 graduate of SJS, majoring
in physical education and member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
from Watsonville. An August
wedding is planned.
Jeanne Turgeon, junior social
science major and member of
Angel Flight, from Saratoga, to
Mike Gilmore, junior aeronautics
major and member of the Air
Force ROTC, Arnold Air Society, and the Flying 20’s, from
Riverside. The wedding date is
set for August 31.
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No matter if you chose a tasty taco filled
.

with hot spicy Mexican flavor or a Verde
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Burrito with its mouth watering combination
of pork, tomatoes and green peppers you
are sure to be a winner at Tico’s.

older

Phone Orders 297-8421

Present One-Acts
An evening of One Acts di reeled by drama students will be
presented Thursday, Friday and
Saturday, (March 7, 8, 91 in the
Studio Theater at 8:15 p.m.
Tickets are 75 cents with an,
ASB card and $1.50 general
admission,
"Cox And Box or The Long
Lost Brother" by Sir Arthur
Sullivan of Gilbert and Sullivan
fame heads the playbill.
Peter Shafer’s touching and
poignant drama, "Private Ear"
is the story of a young man’s
pitiful attempt to find human
warmth and companionship.
"A Silent Ache" by Harold
Pintar is a drama of words and
ideas by one of the world’s fastest rising playwrights.

BEAU TIES I

to go

seem

Circle K. International, college
Kiwanis club, is holding a membership drive today and tomorrow at a sign-up table across
from the Spartan Bookstore.
ASB President Vic Lee will
speak on "Student Responsibility
Through Legislation" at Circle
K International’s meeting tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in HI.
In the past, the club has provided such services as collecting
cans of food for the needy at
Thanksgiving and caroling in
children’s wards of hospitals at
Christmas.
Circle K
President
Brian
Burgess
urged
anyone with
"community responsibility and a
willingness to work" to join the
club.

Lit tle Known Campus Club
Becomes Active by Giving Student-Directors

We’ve

are

Son Huu.se, labeled perhaps the
"greatest living proponent of
Mississippi Blues," will make his
last West Coast appearance before retirement at San Jose
Civic Auditorium’s McCabe Hall
Wednesday evening at 830.
Also appearing on the bill will
be Jesse "Lonecat" Fuller and
Charlie Musselwhite and his
blues band.

4th and St. James

MARRIED
Patricia Clement, junior journalism major and member of
Spartan Daily staff and Young
Republicans. from Tracy, to
Richard Reeb, graduate student
in political science and president
of Young Republicans, from San
Jose. The couple were married
on Washington’s birthda y,
Feb. 22.

oda,: March 4 VIM
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Interviews for positions with
the Associated Women Students
AWSI will be held tomorrow
and Wednesday. AWS is an organization for all women San
Jose students.
AWS will he interviewing for
second vice president and secretary’, and for two members of
the Judiciary Board.
Applicants for vice president
and secretary must have been at
San Jose State for at least two
semesters. A 2.25 over-all grade
point average and a 2.0 the previous semester are prerequisites
for application.
Interviews for the officerships
will be held tomorrow from 3
until 5 p.m.
Judiciary Board interviews re---
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PIKA HAS CAR SHOWS!
Many men have asked to
learn more about
PI KAPPA ALPHA
FRATERNITY

OVER 21?
NEED $5
DO THIS NOW!
BLOOD IS NEEDED
Mon. thru Fri. 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
294-6535
40 Bassett St.
San Jose

so

having a

tonight we are
smoker at 7:00 p.m.

NN, e would like you to stop
by. see the house. meet the
men, and learn more about
our fraternity.

WE STAY
OPEN

TONIGHT
UNTIL 9

We are located at So. 12th
and San Carlos Streets.
See
EMMM,A

you tonight at 7:00.

PIKA HAS
A FIRE ENGINE
11,

JOIN A GROWING COMPANY
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
WITH

STEWART-WARNER

ment in a fast growing company.

5c
10c

1 Box Cheer Soap

24c
5c

Alax Cleanser

5c

Positions Available in Following Areas:

29c

Management

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.

Mechanical Design

Trainee

Process Control

Product Development

Marketing

Chemistry

Process Development

Electronic Design

One Item With Minimum
Purchase of $2

13th & Jolla,

Razor cuts and hair styling

positions for enthusiastic, aggressive graduates who would like to join

2 Bars Ivory Soap

10th & Taylor

ILTA serves

Good Haircuts
$2.00
The Playboy Barber Shop

Academy -award winner Claire
Trevor will star with Natalie
Schafer in "The Killing of Sister
George," a comedy-drama which
has won three awards in London
as The Beat Play of the Year."
It is playing now through Saturday at the Geaty Theater in San
Francisco.
The adult play is a tale of
what happens when the fictional
television character b ecomes
fused with the scandalous real
life of the actress who portrays
her.

1 Roll Jumbo Towels 19c

5th & Kayos

9 to 3
ill urban ghettos. migrant
1,11)411. camps, rural po%erly
areas. Indian reset-Nations,
Nlental Ilcaith projs. Job
or(. Camps.

the exciting field of microelectronics with good prospects of advance-

3 Hershey Bars

4th & William

Nlareli 6. 7. 0

Stewart-Warner Microcircuits, Inc., in Sunnyvale, California has excellent

10c

Crest large size

as at:

Cafeteria

quire that the applicant MU,’
have been at San Jose for""
year, he a junior or senior, and
have at least a 2.25 over-all average.
In terviews for Judiciary Board
will be held Wednesday at 3,3o.
Application forms and sign-up
sheets are available in the Student Activities Office, Admioistration building. Place of interview will be given on the appl,cation which should he broulIii
to the interview

’Play of the Year’
At Geary Theater

kotAisit.,

WY

MICROCIRCUITS, INC.

19c
2 Rolls Toilet Paper

YOU CAN . . .

For A.W.S. Officers, Judiciary

CIGS
Kleenex
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Interviews Tomorrow, Wednesday

Desired Background:
EE degree preferred, degrees in other engineering areas, business management, physical science acceptable.
INTERVIEWS:
WEDNESDAY

MARCH 6, 1968
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Make an

appointment today at the Placement

with J. P. Gates, Executive Officer, to find
fascinating

field

of integrated

circuits.

Center

out

for an

interview

how you can enter

the

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.
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status and security is based upon
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244 So. 2nd St., 286-6100

SPARTAN
SPECIAL No. 1
Every 11otidav

itrofessor of psychology at University of California at Santa Cruz,
said Thursday.
I His talk was the second in a
continuing series on political
economy.
Dr. Domhoff said that the ’tole
»1 the corpoi ate rich in our society
is very great. Although sociolochits like to say that there is no
Formal class structure in America,
the corporate rich, the upper onehalf per cent of the population,
do exist as a class.
The same people that direct the
1,tunciations, such
as
National
Planning Foundation or Council on
Foreign Relations or direct charitable organizations are involved in
the mass media, are on college and
university boards, and are especially prevelent in government, Dr.
Domhoff related.
"The corporate rich are involved
tremendously in the executive
branch of government in millions
of ways. For example, the head
of Ford Motors be
the
Secretary of Defense, and so on,"
Dr. Domhoff explained.

By BILL HE’RSCIINIANN
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Felix Greene’s new movie is a
shocking depiction of the Vietnam
war from "Inside North Vietnam."
The film, sponsored by Professors Against the War, was viewed
capacity audiences both Wednesday and Thursday evenings.
Most of the film footage was
taken by Greene’s cameramen,
primarily involves Greene’s corn-

rt

fittest ground beef. Setts ell up piping lint with a
mountain of mashed potatoes. garden fresh vegetable
and fresh breadoil Ii dial melt in your mouth flats or,
if you miss
cooking. it’s not as far away as
:k oil think. Gist. the Spartan House a try. you’ll be
glaI pin dill. 1)on’t forget our convenient take home
MTN ire.
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Above two San Jose State coeds
BEFORE AND AFTER
peer at construction through the slats of graffiti -covered
fences. The administration last week sponsored a fence painting contest. One of the finished masterpieces is pictured
below. The two students seem almost as puzzled as the figure
in the painting.
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Manhattan Beach City Schools.
!Manhattan Beach ’Los Angeles I.

150 East
San Carlos St.

,

*

time.

college.
San Bruno Park School District,
San Bruno iSan Mateo/. Positions,
elementary, jr. high.

cpaPtatt

..
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Interested teacher eamlidates
may sign up for an interview in
the Placement Center. Adm. 234
within two weeks of the appointed

Shoreline Community t’iillege,
Seattle, Washington. Positio n,
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SJS Plans
’Bloodletting’
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Spartan Him-, liecial for ’Al niH lay & Wednesday
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Wealth and Power
Run Nation: Domhoff
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New Show Presents I
Different View of War
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"Vampires" disguised as students
are on the SJS campus and they
are out for blood - - 400 pLnts of it!
Set up at tables around the
campus, they are busy getting students to sign up for the semester
Blood Drive on March 14-15. The
blood collected will be given to the
American Red Cross Fund, which
will in turn give the donor all the
blood he or members of his immediate family may require in an
emergency at no charge.
The drive, sponsored by the Air
Force ROTC and other campus
organizations, is offering three
plaques to the organizations having
the greatest percentage of donors,
making both large and small clubs
eligible to win.
Donors must be 18 or over, and
those uncle’. 21 must have a statement from a parent or guardian
giving their permission for the
dont) t

May Join Forces
AFT, ACSCP
American Federation of Teachers (AFT) meets today at 12 noon
in Cafeteria A and B.
The agenda includes a proposal
to join with the Association of
California State College Professors
iACSCP) to influence amendments in the constitution of Academic Council.
The coalition is aimed at
broadening faculty representation
on Academic Council and reducing
ex-officio administrative members
who number 15.
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A candidate for the 25th Assembly District spoke before the Young
Democrats last week, when the
scheduled speaker, Assemblyman
John Vasconcellos, was unable to
appear.
Dr. Arturo Cabrera expressed
his views on law enforcement,
taxation, and education. He said
the present laws should be enforced
but he is against new laws being
passed which are "hasty, hysterical punitive action."
He gave as an example a bill
before the State Legislature that
would charge individuals with
"crossing statelines for the purpose of conspiring violence."
Carlmera, who has a doctorate
in education, has been active in
education, social welfare and redevelopment projects. He was involved in Project LEAP, a special
educational program at SJS.

PiKA Fraternities
Celebrate Birthday

The
smashing
after
shave.

4

CATALOGS OF

COMPLETE

’Hasty Laws
Challenged

SJS and U.C. Berkeley chapters
of Pi Kappa Alpha jointly celebrated the national fraternity’s
100th anniversary Friday night
with a banquet at Ft. Mason Officer’s Club in San Francisco.
Guest speaker Jim Otto, Oakland Raider all -league center,
spoke before 110 actives and
alumni. The fraternity was founded at the University of Virginia
In 1868.

SAN JOSE’S LARGEST MOST COMPLETE RECORD STORE

99

municat ions with ruit I oily t hi
North Vietnamese of licit( is, but
sot’s Against War, was viewed by
common factory workers, farmers,
and doctors.
Japanese and North Vietnamese
cameramen did take some of the
footage, especially the air attack
sequences. This was to show the
North Vietnamese’s reaction to
actual bombings, and their retaliation.
"Inside North Vietnam" does
have a credibility gap, but it is one
which all documentaries suffer
from: Can the Millings, the language translations, the casualty
figures to taken literally?
As Americans often wonder
about the figures released by our
government concerning the war,
one must also realize that the
figures in this film may have been
doctored.
Although this is one problem
which must be accepted, Greene’s
film is certainly a fine documentary presentation of a side of the
Vietnam war not usually seen in
America.
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LOVE

BUCKLEY
PHIL OCHS

Why wait hi you can go first clans, when you can go right now economy fare
(where the interesting people travel) and see such ports as Honolulu, Yokohama,
Kobe, Hong Kong, Taiwan all for about $18 a day? Make 1968 your summer to
remember, ust call your travel agent or Mitsui OSK for reservations MITSUI
SAFETY INFORMATION: The MS Sakura Maru, registered in Japan, meets
international safety standards for new ships developed in 1948

ADDED SPECIALS
SELECTED MONO
PRESTIGE

1.98

SELECTED
VERVE

1.98 2.19
MONO

STEREO

Special Purchase

RIVERSIDE

1.98

/ cc It \,I. ti,ti I ict In, cc
CHAFiGE ACCOUNTS INVITED

discount records Inc

SAN JOSE 99C N. REDWOOD AVE. 246-3474
SAN FRANCISCO/BERKELEY, siE141.0 PARK
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SAN FRANCISCO
YOKOHAMA
KOBE
0.
NAGASAKI
KEELUNG
HONG KONG

LOS ANGELES
HONOLULU

SAN DIEGO

SAILING DATES:
LOS ANGELES SAN DIEGO SAN FRANCISCO
APRIL 22
APRIL 19
APRIL 20
JUNE 22
JUNE 20
JUNE 19
AUG.19

AUG. 20

AUG. 22

ARRIVAL DATES:
HONG KONG
YOKOHAMA
MAY 21
MAY 9
Jyt.y 9
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JULY 26

KEELUNG

MAY,

OSK

BRITISH
STERLING
So fine a gift,
it’s even sold
in jewelry stores.
After shave
from $3.50.
Cologne
from $5.00.
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Stan Morrison vs. 12-Foot
By MIKE ELYITSKY
Spartan Daily Sports Writer
Imagine a basket where Nate
Thurmond would have trouble on
a tip-in.
Where Dave Bing would have to
arch his shots a little higher.
Where Rudy EaRusso couldn’t
dunk.
These are some of the statements basketball coaches throughout the nation are making in reference to raising the height of the
goal in basketball from the present 10 feet to 12 feet.
A recent article in Sports Illustrated explored the possibility of
raising the basket, but put forth
no positive statements. This same
article however, said that the most
comprehensive study made about
this proposal was done by Stan
Morrison, former Cal player who
now coaches SJS’ frosh basketball
team.
UN
’
GAME STEREOTYPED’
Morrison thinks the game now
has become too stereotyped. "The
main problem with the game as it’s
played today is that the ’big man’
grabs the rebound and dunks,
while the ’little guy’ shoots, passes,
and dribbles.
"Hearing a player referred to as
"Coos" after he passes behind his
back, or "Wilt" after he dunks the
ball, is typical of this stereotyping.
A game played by only "Coozes"
or "Wilts" would be boring. It is
the combination of many stereotypes which causes the game to
grow," he stated.
Morrison backs his statements
with solid proof. For his master’s
thesis at Sacramento State he
gathered a group of college players
and played six games, three with
the 10-foot basket and three with
the 12-foot basket.
His findings show that with the
12-foot basket, the tip-in would be
obsolete and blocked shots infrequent. There would be less fouling,
particularly underneath the nets,
and shooting percentages would not
vary much. Half of the small men
actually shot better at raised
baskets.
REBOUNDING

ti’RT%N
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’Game Stereotyped’

Cagers Stop Waves, Matmen Rip Gaels; Prepare for Tourney
Basket
106-81in Home Finale

I"’1111,111,1 I Ill
reel.,
I home and
the squad got into the
game
iturday as Spartan cagers
walloped the Pepperdine Waves,
106-81 in SJS’ final home game of
the season.
SJS’ total was its largest of the
season. sutpassing the 101 it scored
against the Waves the Hist time
they met.
By winning, the Spartans pushed their conference record to 7-5
and their overall mark to 12-11
Center Jim Meyer, forward Don
McConnell, and guard Robin Durand, all seniors, finished their college careers at home.
Aftet trailing 9-8 with six minutes gone in the contest, a tuns
around
jumper by center
Bob
Scott gave the Spartans a lead
they never relinquished.
SJS led at halftime 45-34.
"One of the keys to this game
was that we dominated the offensive boards," said
coach
Dan
Glines. "We were shooting very
well, too.
The fact that rebounds played
such an important role was evidenced by the halftime statistics
which showed Coby Dietrack (15)
and Dick Groves (12) with more
boards than the entire Pepperdine
team 123).
The Spartans shot 45 percent
from the field (43x94) and 66 percent at the line (20x30) and out rebounded the Waves 80-45.
HOW EASY IT IS
Spartan
forward Lee DeShong, 64",
Dietrack was high point man
demonstrates how easy a lavup can be made on a 10-foot
for SJS with 23 points and Groves
basket. On the proposed 12 -foot basket, shots like this would
second with 18 scores
and 18
be almost impossible.
boards. Scott had 16 and Tim Holman 13,
’Now certain Asiatie nations trick, 6’ 10" forward, slated, "The
Center Hal Grant led the Waves
12-foot basket might help me bewant to divide world
lust’ of my mobility. I’d have to
into teams with players Willer six
lv
ii
one to really find out
feet two inches and those over that
height. They feel they cannot com- though."
pete as small men against the big
’NOT MUCH HELP’
men of the game as it is being
Steve McKean, 6’ guard, said,
played at present. This is not the
answer. To divide the nations into "I don’t think that the 12-foot
Eighteen new records were set
two height categories is compar- basket would help me very much. Saturday when Spartan thinclads
able to dividing the spectators into I’m pretty small as it is now, and played host to Santa Clara Youth
height categories," Morrison added. since I take most of my shOts from Village, Cal State at Hayward, and
"One reason for basketball’s sus- the outside I’d have to learn to Sacramento State in the debut of
tained popularity is the variety it arch my shots even higher than I SJS’ $225,000 tartan all-weather
affords by using players of differ- do now."
track. Since this was the first
ent sizes and ability. The Asian
Whether the raising of the bas- meet on the oval,
all winning
proposal would be one more step ket will come cannot be answered marks were stadium records.
in the stereotyping of basketball," now. What must be remembered
Outstanding performances inclusaid Morrison.
is that the game is becoming ded SJS transfer
Ronnie
Ray
,

-,1110

ket

:ord Innshed second in tile lieav The Spartan grapplers
their dual meet season wit,
crunching 28-10 win over St
Mary’s, and then had three mcii
cHth 21.
place in the Pacific Champior
In the freshman contest, the ships Saturday as they prepped
Spartababes got revenge over the the NCAA Championships, Match
1
.
Stanfold frosh, beating them 78- 21-23.
Attention. I"liege Graii-1
69. SJS was sparked by Darnell
"...era! out
or
looking
SSC
are
Greg Peterson and John Cunrerent college graduHillman’s 25 points and 19
ningham placed third and fourth
to
participate.
ates ssho ...isle to
rebounds and 20 scores from Chris
respectively in the Pacific Tourney
formal training programs vied,
Guen t her.
is.
corporations
finest
the
115 lb, open class while John Shuf-

stereotyped, and unless someone
presents an answer favorable to
all, basketball is in danger of becoming a dead sport.

lt
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BOOK SALE!

ROM

20,000 New Books
rm.. I tor Warehouse
50.

To
h11

9000

Fine Fund

ihoffIlig

I Moncr

Bresidani -- Lunch -

1’1171

421-6800

Off!

I

Nit.’ Special
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Proferv.
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"182 ’Shako at Moot gooier)
Soil.. 1902
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SPAGIIETtl *500*

*-Books Inc

all you ton eat

TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
rcrk I \\
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY

i
\ki ci

opportunities 1...
jam al
....mg men islio want alas,
room earning’, and to 11111N.
1.0 111/11111111.111111. Our n..1,1.
101
ilk liltprogram 1.0

393 Lincoln Ave. S. J.

-exceeasecceocciewoosesre-1
One Day Service
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SAVE
EXTRA
10%

Sweaters & Cashmere Coats
Our Specialty

8

105 DISCOUNT
WITII ASH CARD

8

Art Cleaners
"Work of Art"

400 E. Santa Clara

293.4900

.070^,JDOCODC.00000111.111000.00OG.1

on Compact Car
Insurance with

New Tartan
Oval Debuts

In describing the rebounding on
the 12-foot basket Morrison said,
"Size and jumping ability would
no longer dominate, as was true on
Several Spartan ballplayers
the 10-foot goal. The important
abilities such as speed, quickness, voiced their opinions about the 12and agility would take their place foot basket, but only one thought
it might help the game. Coby Diealong with others.

STLYS

STATE FARM
MUTUAL
Owners of most compact care
now get an extra 10% saving
on major coverages with State
Farm...in addition to State
Farm’s already low rate. Call
me today and find out how
much you may save.

Flowers and sun
Flowers and smell
Flowers and blue sky

Smith’s efforts in the l00-and-220yard dashes. In the 100, Smith was
just behind John Carlos’ winning
time of 9.3 with a 9.4.

Flowers and warm

LARRY LEE

Flowers and feelings

122

Santa Clara St.
292-6092

Jtotvef’i

SA’N’ETEIN c9tLhicR*410stl,;.

ty

o3e

Marie
STATE FARM MUTUAL

"the campus florist"

SPARTANOBNE

NINTH & SANTA CLARA

AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COMPANY

295-4321

Nuns Offica: Illoomlneten, MINIS
P11011.0

A SWEATER BAG!

BOB MANN’S

GREAT HAIRCUTS
RAZOR CUTS
CURLS STRAIGHTENED
HAIR PIECES CLEANED
AND STYLED
WIGS
"THE HOUSE OF TONSORIAL ART-

LICURSI’S BARBER & STYL1Nt;
421 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

PO
W!

PURE

ITINVEILS
POWER PACKED PALES
New

3 -lone eye shadow plan
For non-stop color

Wear a sweater
With short back,
Baggy waist and baggy sleeves

SAN JOSE
HEALTH
CLUB

To a love -in or a riot
To be shunned is automatic
So take said sweater
And have it fitted
By Golda, her specialty
Indubidably, you’ll look much better
In your new, re -fit sweater.
ANONYMOUS

will tailor a
program just
for YOU

MEN & WOMEN

410 E. SANTA CLARA ST.

DON’T LET Y (RR MONEY GET AWAY
USE SPARTAN
MONEY SAVERS

can guide you in developing a well
rounded physique. Come in and
see our modern equipment and
complete weight room facilities.

Sauna room

FREE -

Reducing

10¢ Dry with each

Body building

25¢ wash

Sun Room

Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.

Physical Conditioning
Locker Service

From lid to hrow

with ad or ASH card

Corrective Exercise

MONTHLY
SPECIAL!

In six 3 -tone color schemes
THREE SHADES IN
PINK
BLUE
VIOLET

COLoti
1 H
)\\
111.1 Id; III-\
GREEN

10th STREET 1)11.ARM..1C12’) 1-0131
loth & SANTA CLAR

DISCOUNT

GOLDA’S KNIT SHOP

Our expert personal instruction

Complete gym

STUDENT

FREE GUEST VISIT

4 SHIRTS FOR SLIM

MEN OR WOMEN

with any dry cleaning order
MARCH 31, 19Sti

STI TDENT DISCOI TNT

413 E. SANTA CLARA

SPARTAN CLEANERS & LAUNDERETTE

295-9910

to9 F. ;-,s0,1

I I 11{ k
\ II%
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SJS Library Browsing Collection
Called ’Frosting on the Cake’
students, faculty and staff. We’re
By MARY GOTTSCHALK
concerned with getting things stuSpartan Daily Staff Writer
we try to
"Trosting on the cake," is the dents want to read and
choose books that have the most
way the library browsing collecappeal to the college community,"
tion is described by John R. Douglas explained.
Douglas, publications librarian and
He also trys to "keep things up
to date and fresh" and obtain
instructor of librarianship.
The collection is located on the books of "current interest." To
first floor of the central wing in achieve this end more than 100
the general teference room. It in- new books are ordered specifically
cludes copies of the books reviewed for the collection each month.
in the faculty book talks, current When circulation of the books
fiction and non-fiction, poetry and drop off they are transferred into
the general stacks.
periodicals.
Last week Douglas took 100
The browsing collection, according to Douglas, was started two books out and replaced them with
and one-half years ago and was 120 new ones. When interviewed
first located on the sixth floor of by the Spartan Daily he had 25
the library. "It didn’t get any ex- more in his office waiting to be
posure" there and was moved after shelved.
a semester into the central wing
MAGAZINE COLLECTION
corridor.
The magazine collection is the
Over 3,000 people used the
browsing collection in the fall of only part of the browsing collec’66 but this year the number "has tion still located in the corridor.
dropped quite a bit," said Douglas. The magazines in it are special
He attributes the drop to the new subscriptions and additional copies
are available in the reading
location.
rooms.
RECR EATIONAL READING
The collection includes Vogue,
It will be returned to the cen- Mad, New Republic, Hi Fi Stereo
tral corridor before the beginning Review, Punch, Fortune, Holiday,
Life, Saturday Review, Time, Betof the summer session, he said,
"The idea is to provide free ter Homes and Gardens and Scienrecreational reading material to tific American.

The fiction, non-fiction, poetry
and faculty book talk books in
the collection are put out for circulation with their dust jackets
to make them more attractive.
Douglas is hopeful that after
the completion of the new library
the browsing collection will be
given a whole alcove with "more
comfortable furniture."
POETRY CORNER
The poetry corner has limericks,
English and Scottish ballads, Chinese love poems, modern love
poems, verses and poems on the
presidency and the death of John
F. Kennedy,
Poets include E. E. Cummings,
Dylan Thomas, Ogden Nash, Boris
Pasternak and Edith Sitwell.
There are at least four copies
of each book that are reviewed in
the faculty book talks. Douglas Is
also a member of the faculty book
talk committee.
For the student who is an avid
browser or an admirer of a special literary movement, the Experimental College is offering a course
called "The World of Books and
Reading" on Thursdays at 8 p.m.
in LN 630, San Jose room. Douglas is the organizer of this class
which he says will be adapted to
the students’ interests.

Job Interviews Penetrating,
TUESDAY
California State Personnel Board.
Majors, B.S. and MS. in CE, EE,
ME.
General Dynamics, Pomona Division. Majors, FE, ME, math,
physics.
North American Rockwell Corp.
(AutoneUes Division). Majors, B.S.
and M.S. in EE, physics, MS. in
ME, materials science, math, statistics.
North American Rockwell Corp.
(Space Division). Majors, B.S. and
M.S. in AE, EE, ME, materials
science, math, physics.
North American Rockwell Corp.
(Los Angeles Division). Majors,
B.S. in AE, CE, EE, ME, physics,
materials science.
North American Rockwell Corp.
(Rockettlyne Division). Majors,
BS, rind M.S. in AE, ChE, ME,
materials science, MS. in chem.
(analytical, inorganic, organic,
physical.)
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corp.
Majors, BS. and MS. in ME, IF,
EE,
San Francisco Bay Naval Shipyard. Majors, BS. and MS. in
all engr.
Square D. Company. Majors, B.S.
in FE, ME. IF.

... a deli9A11.1

TODA1
Uhl Alpht.
Wineskin,
Room. 10th 301
Streets.

University Dallies. 8 p.m., Faculty Cafeteria. A psychologist will
speak on family problems.
N..1%11144,11 Center, 7:3)) p.m., Newman Center, 79 S. Fifth St. Dr.
James Steele, SJS psychology department, will speak on "Psychological and Sociological Asof Prejudice." "Picture in
movie, will
Your Mind,- a short
also be shown. This is the second
in a series on social justice.

Alpha Phi Omega. national service fraternity, 7 p.m., E247. important. meeting for actives. Prospective pledges come RI 7:30 p.m.
for initiation ,.cremony.
PI sigma
0115o.

Alpha,

1:30

p.m.

TOMORROW
Mountaineering Club, 6:30 pin.,
E131. Discuss iiohorluk.
Alpha Eta Sigma. Accounta.nts
7
p m ,
Honor
Accountim; .1, ’,wet int:
Spartan Shield-, Ii15 (.11 Council chambers .ti t ho St talent Union.
All 3% men’s Council, 3:30 p.m.,
Lounge.
sig.,
’

Mu

wig 44,1.14 food
Try the lobster thertnidor. chateaubriand, or
shish kabob in our delightful atmosphere. We
feature supurb dining at
reasonable prices.

ew---411e

1401 South First

For reservations

at Alma

Phone 292-I 266

First Choice
Of The
Engageables
They like the smart styling arid
the perfect center diamond
... a brilliant gem of fine
color and modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler’s store.
He’s in the yellow pages
under -Jewelers."

t.

REOISTEREO

Tail, society for
and med. lech
Election reA M.1..T, In -

DIAIRONO

Ir 1
I
.
I 1
1.1I
’a loth
(
,if
;111.1 ’,In Sal
tunic is 35 fronts, Spriakor to he
announced.

review of a film that his staff
compiled from rejected news briefs.
The film depicted common mistakes made in typical television
news gathering.
After the group saw the lighter
side of TV news, they watched
Dick Reizner’s shots of the Dow
riots. Reizner succeeded in getting
some "terrific" shots, according to
Ulrich. His film was sent to CBS
News, NBC News and the Today
show in Chicago.
In a question and answer period,
Ulrich was asked if newscasters
try to throw In any suggestions of
their biases.
Ulrich replied, "I don’t think
any reporter ever set down a line
without editorializing in some
way." He explained that one of
television’s biggest problems is he-

Ti. Spartan Daily does not knowingly
accept advertising from advertisers who
practice discrimination on the basis of
race, color, creed or national origin.

POETRY WANTED FOR Anthology. In’
dude stamped envelope, Idlewild Publishing Company, 543 Frederick, San
Francisco.
’68 EASTER WEEK-HAWAII-9 DAYS
Apr. 6.14. $259 includes Pan Am jet,
meals & champagne en route. Waikiki
Hotel, Lei greeting, transfers and sightseeing. Call Barbara Kyne, group leader,
294-2916 after 5, or 293-1033.
EARN YOUR WAY to Europe. Campus
, rep. for N. S. A. TOURS needed. Commission available. Contact immediately.
Cathy Glynn N. S. A. 1355 Westwood
Blvd, L. A. 90024.
INCOME TAX preparation. 1040A’s
$2.50-1040’s $7 up. Training & exp.
through IRS employment. Cell 264-1223
or 225-5307.
REAL ESTATE MAJOR. I will help you
attain your license so that you can
earn good income NOW. Office near
campus - Realtor is coll. grad. & prof.
appraiser. TRIAD 123 E. William,
MUSIC FESTIVAL CIVIC Aucl. Mar, 3.
2 p.m. 6 bands. Tickets $2 at both
Sherman Clays & SJ Boxoffice.
WE LOVE OUR CUSTOMERS. Won’t
you let us love you! Astor’s Coin -op
Auto-wash, 732 S. 1st St. & 804 Lincoln
Ave.
BLACK GRADUATE STUDENTS! Apply
your education skills where they are
needed most. Teach at a Black college
in the South. Grads with M. A’s are
urgently needed for academic year &
summer teaching positions. The Southern
Education Program, a nonprofit organ.
serving 94 black colleges, can place you
quickly and free of charge. Write SEP.
8591/2 Hunter St. N. W., Atlanta, Georgia 30314. Or, if your interests are in
planning & radmin - consider an internship in Southern Education. Send brief
resume to Southern Education Foundation, 1501 18th St., N. W. Washington,
D. C. 20036.
SPARTA EUROPE ’68 $359. June 18.
Sept. 7. Jet nonstop S.F.-Amsterdam
round trip. Call Barbara Kyne, group
leader. 356-8121 after 5 p.m. Washburn Hall. 385 S. 8th.
PARKING - ACROSS st. from campus.
Smell cars only. Inquire
315 1 Siin Fernando. Apt. *10.

’63 BEL AIRE. 2 dr. hardtop V8 Red.
Het. Exc. cond. $200 + small pymt.
After 6 p.m. Call Bill, 742-5389,
’54 CFIEVY. Good operating cond. $100
Call Emile, 286.6795. 125 p.m. MFri.
Only.
’62 OLDSMOBILE CONV. Clean. easel.
mechanical shape. Must sell. 293-9972.
Ask for Rick Fiset.
AUSTIN HEALEY 3000 Delo. ’60. New
trans.. clutch, tires, excel. cond. 43,000
mi. $1195 295.8194.
11 STUDEBAKER. Excel. cond $135,
356-2962.
’63 CORVAIR MONZA. New trans. &
difrnl. Rod,, het., 4.spd. Must sell. 293.
1608.
’65 TRIUMPH 650. brc. cond. $750.
phone between 4-6 p.m. 297-5739, ask
for Rid,.
’63 DART GI 225. Exc. cond. $7251
offer. Brian Silk, 294.6019.
FOR SALE: ’65 Bel Aire, Metallic blue
hrdtop. 283 stn. trans. Red.. fret,, pow.
steering. $1400/offer. Call 292-5868
after 7 p.m, wkdays.

Circle K
International, 1:30
p.m.. HET Vic Leo, ASB president,
will speak on student responsibility
b legislation. Membership
all interested male stu-

XEROX COPIES
10c each
spciat Quantity Olseoutsta
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT
(student ratesl

ITALIAN DINNERS
Spaghetti Ravioli
Gnocchi

BEER
By glass or
pitcher

WEEKEND SPECIAL (March 2-3)
Spaghetti and Meatballs $1.00
With this ad
354 E. SANTA CLARA
CORNER OF 8T11

’61 MGA COUPE. Dark green. Eng. just
rebuilt. Very good cond. $950. 286-8442.
2 CHEVY Station wagons. For sale. ’61
light green stk. six. Exc. cond. ’62 Tan,
all power eight. Very good cond. 3226924 or 294-8352.
VW ’59 CAMPER, 1500 cc enq. & transom’: Rad., good tires, insulated. $975
356-2757 after 2 p.m.
’61 KARMAN GHIA 2 dr. Ed. cond.
30m/gal. $749/offer. Call Bill 297-7035.
1963 OLDSMOBILE - 4 dr. - hrdtop.
Full power. Factory air. One owner. Very
clean. Phone 264-1130. $895.
’66 VW, Black int., Porsche rims. El.
cond. Trade for Triumph TR4, ’64 or
’65. G. S. Lee, 294-2927.
’66 HONDA 305. Good cond. Low mileage. Call Pete Drees. 297-9733.
’61 CHEVY, I63 engine, pale green, rebuilt trans, $575. Call 294-6233.
’62 CHEVY MONZA 4-spd. Good running cond. New tires, red,, bucket seats.
Must sell, asking $475 cash. Call 2944148. Eves. 258.9214.

OPEN 7 11.5l’S
II 11.111. to 2 ate.

FOR SALE 131
21/4 X 31/4 PRESS CAMERA, all accessories. 3 lenses, 30 ft. back, for Robot
Royal. Konica Auto Reflex, wide angle.
telephoto. 286-8510.
10 SPEED PUGEOT racer. Good cond.
$30, Call 293-8126.
ELECTRIC HAWAIIAN guitar, case, &
amp. $150 ITALIAN accordion, 120
base, 7 switch. $150. 251-6686.
DRESSES, SKIRTS, shoes, sweaters, coats,
gowns, uniforms, cocktail table, etc. sz.
7-13. 264-3180.
HEAD MASTERS SKIS. 195 cm,, with
Marker bindings, good shape, $75, Call
295-7553.
MUST SELL SKIS. 200 cm, made in Austria, Nevada Releases. $50/best offer.
292-6378.
GIBSON SJN STEEL string guitar. Beau.
4 mos. old. Must sell. Paid $255 sell
for $175. Barry 295.8215,

STEREO. SCOTT LK-48 Amp, Benjamin
Mirar nrd 10H char ier AR -4X speakers,
Koss PRO -4 stereo-phones. $250, call
John at 287-1869 after 7 p.m.
HICKEY SURFBOARD (San Francisco)
9’ 10-. Very fast & maneuverable - Will
trade for Porsche or reasonable sum
of money. Call Larry, eves. 286-9017.
CUSTOM 1 1 e 14 photo of Peter, Paul,
& Mary at Civic. $6 Mtd. See Photo
Ed,tnt M F Soartan Daily Lab.
HELP WANTED 141
DANCE INSTRUCTORS - Young men
& women to train for S. J.’s largest
dance studio. Must be personable &
talented. Top salary. No exp. needed.
21 yrs. old. Train free 6-10 p.m. M -Fri.
Call Mr. Gideon 286-6040.
APARTMENT MANAGER. Married student only. Apply 123 E. William 9-1. No
phone calls please.
PUBLISHER OF Who’s Who in Journalism wishes to contact advanced stu_
dents as associates with means to help
edit new edition. Rapid advancement
& remuneration. Learn & earn unique
opportunity. Write or phone Pastor
Ask, Gilroy, Cal. 842-4356.
WAITERS OVER 21 for new steak house
opening in Santa Clara. 326-2320. Ask
for Mike Clark or Mike McClellan,
NEEDED, CLEAN-CUT college men.
$1.75/hr.
commission. Aft. &
Call Patrick Nourot. 295-0912 after
6 p.m.
HOUSING 1S1
HALLS OF IVY residence for women.
Call 297-1814,
WE NEED YOU and you for two vacancies at Wee Terrace. Girls boarding
house spring semester, 177 S. 12th,
295-9619.
GIRL SR. OR GRAD. to share house
with 5 others. I blk. frm. campus. $451
mo. 293-5096.
NEWLY FURN. 1 & 2 Bdrm. apts. 11th
St. Cell 269-9649,

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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rHOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING
Please send new 20-page booklet, "Now To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44 -Page Bride’s Book,

City
State

Minimum
Three lines
One day
I

Zip

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

One day

Two days

.50

.50

LOST AND FOUND 16)
FOUND: 222 9th St. Black puppy with
white paws. Phone 294-9992.
PERSONALS 171

SERVICES 181

TRANSPORTATION 191
RIDES DESPERATELY NEEDED Iron,
Palo Alto area for evening classes. MW
5:30.9:00 and Th 7:00-9:45 noises. Call
Jane 323.5326. Will pay.

To Place
an ad:
Call at:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206
THINCRE 112900LE_WrT14 MO5T OF OW FIZT5HMEN 15 THAT OvC
THE FUNDAMENTALA

HICA %IDOLS J1.161- ARENT W..t.CNING

Three days

Phone

294-6414. Ext. 2465

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters and spaces for each line)
Four days

Five days

3.40
-KW-

.50

.50

3.50
4.00
.50

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
CI Announcements (1)
1-] Automotive (2)
For Sale (3)

FOR RENT: MEN - Rooms $27.50;rno.
426 S. 7th,
I
r
NEED 1 MALE ROOMMATE: Private
mo. 293-6552.
COLLEGE APPROVED APT. needs 1
tern $37.50/mo.
male
Call 286.5526 after 6 p.m.
MALE AND FEMALE ROOMMATES
needed: Furn. 2 bdr. 2 bath apts.,
heated pool. $55/mo. per student. Killion Hall, 315 E. San Fernando, Apt, 10,
297-0643.
FURN. APT. large 2 bdr., 2 bath, heated
pool, recently painted. $55/mo. Per
student. 315 E. San Fernando, apt. 10
297-0643.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to share
apt. w/pool across st. from campus. Call
286.4404.
MALE 1-6-11:-101’.AMATE WANTED to share
mdn. 2 bd. apt. 780 S. 11th. #5. 294.
5590.

17011- -1-15- TAU- LSO
2.90
--Lbb

In.. -f.50

n

DELIGHTFUL APT, needs a girl. 2
bdrms, 2 bthrms, I studyrm. 529 S. 10th
#6. 298-3494.
MALE GRAD. STUD. to share 2 bdrm.
furn. house in Campbell. Free access to
nearby swimming pool & rec. fac. 590/
mo. Call 377-9240.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share, luxurious 2 bdan, apt. at Royal
Lanai. Call 251-8423 after 4 p.m.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
house with 4 others. $40/mo. 294-8352.
HOUSING NEEDED: Prefer own room.
About $50, & liberal roommates. Stephen
295-6869, or 293-125E.
3 LRGE. RMS. FURN. $135/mo. All Oil.
’ncluded. Girls or couple. 595 S. 9th
S Call 259-1547. Avail. after Mar. 15th.
RM. & BRD, avail. for fern. student.
I
od on 5th & San Fernando. Call
at 742-6274 frrn. 1-3 p.m.
NEAT MALE ROOMMATE NEEDED?
$43.33/mo. Pref. upper div. 385 E. Wil11 . Jon2 or Larry. 295-0126. After 5 p.m.

RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM Escho’s.
Free delivery, free service. No contrast.
Call 251-2598.
TYPING DONE, also spelling, puns).
corrected. Experienced, 40c/P13- Call
251-6554. If no answer, 292-2346.
TYPING - Term papers, theses, etc.
Reasonable. All work guaranteed. 294.3772.

2.50
2.75
4- This -1-05 Ones 2.50 ---7-.-00r -3.25
3.50
3.756 Hen
3.00
Add this
amount for
each additional line

Name
Address

FOOD TO CO
286.9710

SPARTA CAMP TICKETS on sale. Mar.
1-7 in lr,cnt of ipnrtein Bonk Store &
ref.

CLASSIFIED RATES
111111.11 H. 11.

16 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295-6765

rich explained the operation of the
local telesision station through his

AUTOMOTIVE ’21

Kayck4tes, 5:30 p.m., MacQuarrie Hall, third floor. All activrs
and prospective pledges must
at tend,

ties. typwriters
New portables
Rentelpurches
Fre dlivry

journalistic societies.
KNTV Ness’s Director Bob IJI-

ANNOUNCEMENTS 11

Th. New
A. ,.9.1,1,
*in Feraindo

College Women Over 29 ChM,
in.. Bldg. V.
11:30 a.m. to I -3o
177 S. 10th St.

A penetrating and humorous ing able to capture the proper per- against you sometimes," Ulrich dedared, "and the time limitation is
view of television news reporting spective in a scene.
’The impact of pictures work also harrl to contend with
was seen Thursday night by the
wor..Crwol...CIZewrZe
-0^
wer.4000’
men’s and women’s professional 10011100000000Ofe

Spartan Daily Classifieds

1.1=1.1.11M.......si=16.1.161M041.111.161MS1.=140MESsIMIS

Spartaguide

Humorous Side
Of TV Seen by Media Groups

June and summer graduates may
sign up for appointments in the
Placement (’enter, Adm. 234. Signups begin each Tuesday up to the
day before the interview.

CI Help Wanted (4)
D Housing (5)
Lost and Found (6)

n

Personals (7)
0 SoMms
Transportation (9)

n

Print Name

For _

Address

Enclosed is $

City

__ _

Phone _

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Meese allow 2 days after placing for ad to appear.

Days

